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FOREWORD
This is one of a series of publications which the American

Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations recommends
for study in connection with the forthcoming conference

of the Institute at Kyoto. But the presentation of this

material for consideration in the program does not imply
that either the Institute itself or the American Council

assumes responsibility for statements of fact or opinion

contained in the texts. These remain as much the personal

expression of the authors as would be the case had the

contribution been communicated orally.

No comprehensive discussion of the problems of the

nations bordering the Pacific can avoid the issue of the

migration of large groups of one race, subject to a particu-

lar environment and accustomed to a certain mode of

living, to another territory inhabited by people of another

race, subject to an entirely different environment, and
consequently having another mode of living. Nor can the

results of previous migrations be ignored. Nor can the

question of the possible control or anticipation of future

migrations be avoided. Of the utmost importance for the

consideration of these problems is a study of the motives

underlying existing prejudices in territories where races

have come together and conflict has appeared. It is for

this reason that the American Council offers the following

study of the prejudice met by Asiatics in America which

has been and still is such a formidable barrier between

the Orient and Occident.



THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF
ORIENTAL-OCCIDENTAL

PREJUDICES
I

R^CE prejudice is not an instinct. Yet many well-

,
informed people continue to speak and write as if it

were. This is unfortunate because it feeds the popular

notion that there is something very mysterious, something

deterministic, something fatalistic about racial animosity.

Everywhere race prejudice continues to be thought of as

founded on something innate and biologically inevitable.

The real bases of prejudice, however, are not biological but

social and cultural. Prejudice rests upon the formation of

attitudes and habits. It expresses itself in a sense of social

distance from others. Moreover, it is centered around
economic, political and such social phenomena as religion

and morals quite as much as around race. In fact, the

purely “race difference” argument for prejudice seems to

be largely a rationalization behind which these other fac-

tors operate.

In any discussion of a social process, there are both

general and specific factors to be taken into account. This

is true in a study of racial prejudice. We shall examine
some of the more general aspects of the problem and then

turn to more specific features.

Prejudice means just what it says, to prejudge a person

or group. Now the tendency to prejudge comes from both

personal and cultural conditioning. Prejudice always has

an element of dislike if not fear and hatred in it. Antipathy
for others is quite natural. We early build up antagonistic,

unpleasant attitudes towards some people and favorable,

pleasant ones towards others. These attitudes are fostered
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by differences in manner, voice, language, color of skin and
habits. But like or dislike based on personal experience

with people does not necessarily constitute prejudice.

Prejudice really rests upon the construction and accept-

ance by a group of certain generalized notions or pictures

of typical characteristics about another group. That is to

say, prejudice is found only where there is a customary
group-accepted set of stereotypes or ideas and emotions

about another group thought of as a unit. The individual

member of the other group is always seen through the

veil of the group-stereotype. Mr. Matsumoto is not an

individual of education and travel first, and secondarily a

citizen of Japan. No, he is a “Jap” first and then Mr.
Matsumoto in the second place. Mr. Woo Fang Choo is

thought of as just a “Chink” by the people who buy
vegetables from him. He is never thought of as a per-

sonality aside from this group-made picture of his racial

background.

Thus we are introduced at once into the fact that preju-

dice cannot be understood without regard to the societal

forms of any given race or people. For our purposes we
may classify all group relations into two parts. On the one

hand we have the “in-group” or “we-group” to which we
belong. In contrast stands the “out-group” or “others-

group” to which we do not belong and toward which we
have negativistic attitudes. In-groups are illustrated by
our own family, by our neighborhood, our lodge, our

political party, our business men’s organization, our labor

union or our scientific or literary society. The simplest in-

groups are the face-to-face, primary groups of family,

neighborhood and playground described by the late Pro-

fessor Cooley. More complex we-groups are those that have

been called secondary and tertiary groups, such as school,

economic, political and religious organizations. The in-

group is characterized by attitudes and habits of loyalty,

mutual aid and cooperation with each other, sense of social

solidarity or unity, and above all a sense of understand-

ing and common feeling. Toward the out-groups there is
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indifference, antagonism or open fear and conflict. Where
inter-group relations are of little consequence to in-group

survival, the relations to out-groups may be mildly in-

different, but when the survival of the in-group is threat-

ened, violent antagonisms come to the front.

It will be generally accepted that the in-group versus

out-group relationship is fundamental to the understand-

ing of any racial or other prejudice. Around these relation-

ships all sorts of standardized attitudes and habits have

been built up which the anthropologist calls culture traits

or, in the larger organization of them, culture complexes.

These constitute the cultural heritage of the past. This

heritage it is which is passed on from parents to children,

from teachers to pupils, from older persons in all life situa-

tions to younger members. Thus, if a child develops out

of his purely personal experience certain antipathies for

another, whether these attitudes will become significant for

the child’s reaction to an entire group depends on the fur-

ther cultural conditioning. If a neighbor is disliked by a

child, this dislike will be enhanced manyfold by the parents

telling the child that the neighbor is of a different religion,

or of different political faith, or of a different race. In fact,

there is universal evidence that children of various races,

religions or economic status play together very naturally

when not interfered with by adults. On the basis of a large

number of pretty complete life histories of Jewish and
Christian students in various American colleges, I am con-

vinced that prejudice toward the Jew as a race or cultural

group, for the most part, is not felt by the Christian until

adolescence and later when the two groups come into com-
petition and when the stereotypes of the past begin to be

applied to each group by the other. Oriental and white

American children play together as spontaneously as any
other until their parents, teachers or other adults inject

the cultural meaning into the situation. Prejudice is thus

kept alive by mature people who attach emotional mean-
ings to old forms of in-group out-group relationships.

It is clear, then, that prejudice— racial, national, creedal
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or class— depends upon a cultural content which is

passed down from generation to generation, fed and
colored by every crisis, large or small, which arises when
two races or groups come into competition or conflict. Let
us examine some of the prominent cultural interpretations

which come into the life of the white man to color his re-

actions to the Oriental. One set of meanings rests upon
myths and legends believed by one group about another.

Myths and legends are not what some people imagine,

fanciful stories found in story books for the amusement of

children on rainy afternoons. These are largely literary

creations reproduced from exotic cultures for our enter-

tainment. Myths and legends of real significance are those

current in our society about our contemporary in-groups

and out-groups. As Malinowski says :
1

Myth ... is not merely a story told but a reality lived. . . .

Studied alive, myth ... is not symbolic, but a direct expression

of its subject-matter. ... It expresses, enhances, and codifies

belief; it safeguards and enforces morality; it vouches for the

efficiency of ritual and contains practical rules for the guidance

of man. Myth is thus a vital ingredient of human civilization;

it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked active force.

Myths and legends furnish the rationalizations for those

habits and attitudes which express prejudice. Much of

what is taken by the ordinary citizen for factual history

turns out, upon examination, to be legend if not pure

myth .
2 There are a great host of legends and myths about

the Orientals, as there are of other races, nationalities,

creeds and far-removed groups. We shall mention only a

few of the most outstanding, especially those of race dif-

ference, religious difference, moral and social standards,

which influence our attitudes and furnish the content and

meaning of our prejudice.

1 B. Malinowski, Myth in Primitive Psychology
, 1926, pp. 1 8, 19.

2 Legend may be defined as the tale which has some historical person or event

as a basis. Myth, in contrast, is the tale with no factual basis. Both are inter-

mingled in all history, as every careful student knows. An excellent series of

examples of the creation of present-day legends and myths will be found in H. D.

Lasswell, Propaganda Technique in the IVorld IVar, New York, 1927.
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Every race believes itself superior. The white race has

for centuries taken this attitude toward the colored races.

And of all the white groups the Anglo-Americans have
carried this attitude of superiority to the extreme. Im-
pressed by the material progress of the past two hundred
years, in ignorance of the factors which produced it, one
writer seriously remarks :

3

All we can do is to ask for the evidence that other races are

our equals. All the evidence in hand seems to indicate the superi-

ority of the whites. . . . The maximum good of the world lies

in the continued prosperity of the white race. . . . Does it not

seem that the race which has extended its sway over the world,

politically, militarily, and industrially, is a superior race?

In contrast to this, the Orientals consider themselves the

equals of if not superior to the whites. Before China had
been opened up to Western contact, one of the emperors

wrote to a Western ruler advising him and his people that

true wisdom was to be found only in the Middle Kingdom.
Yat-Sen Sun expresses the present attitude :

4

Our Chinese civilization has already advanced two thousand
years beyond yours (the whites’). We are willing to wait for you
to progress and catch up with us, but we cannot recede and let

you pull us down. Two thousand years ago we discarded im-

perialism and advocated a policy of peace. . . . We have got

rid of the old savage, pugnacious sentiments and have attained

to a true idea of peace.

And Taraknath Das remarks :
5

The Whites are in the habit of taking a narrow view of the

white world. They have not always been a superior race. They
learned religion from the Hebrews, astronomy, chemistry, and
mathematics from the Arabs, and the invention of the compass
and gunpowder from the Chinese. They are the pupils of those

whom they call the colored races. They are, however, forgetful

of these facts, and look down upon the Orientals as belonging to

inferior races.

3 C. C. Josey, Race and National Solidarity, 1923, pp. 152, 224.
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Both sets of quotations represent the secondary, elaborated

rationalizations of academically trained men in the Occi-

dent and the Orient. They are but an intellectualization of

notions already found in the common folk of both groups.

The Americans are well filled with the idea of the superior-

ity of the whites to all colored races. The domination of the

Negroes by the whites in this country is one clue to this

view. Yet it extends for the common man from Negroes to

the other colored races. It need but be mentioned that the

best evidence of anthropology and psychology does not

bear out this stereotype of white superiority so far as

Japanese and Chinese are concerned. The work of Pro-

fessor M. L. Darsie 6 and of K. T. Yeung 7 indicates that the

best intelligence tests give no support to such beliefs. And
the equalitarian point of view of Professors Boas 8 and
Kroeber

,

9 to mention but two anthropologists of this coun-

try, is generally accepted by students of race and culture.

The belief in racial superiority and in racial difference

in the United States is revealed not only in the mores

which prevent intermarriage and close social contact of

Oriental and Occidental, but by the common experience of

many dark-skinned Orientals among us. The whole rela-

tionship is made more difficult because of the common
confusion of these dark-skinned Orientals with Negroes.

A friend of mine, a professor in a Philippine university,

who came to the States to finish his work for the doctorate,

was constantly faced with this problem during his two

years’ residence in a middle western city. For example, he

attempted to secure an apartment for his family near the

campus only to be turned away time and time again.

Finally he was forced to take a place on the periphery of

6 M. L. Darsie, “The Mental Capacity of American-Born Japanese Children,”

Comparative Psychology Monographs , 1926, Vol. Ill, No. 15, pp. 1-89. CJ. also

footnote on Darsie’s preliminary report, E. G. Mears, Resident Orientals on the

American Pacific Coast, 1928, p. 355.
7 K. T. Yeung, “The Intelligence of Chinese Children,” Journal of Applied

Psychology, 1922, Vol. V, pp. 267-274.
8 F. Boas, The Mind of Primitive Man, 1911.
0 A. L. Kroeber, Anthropology, 1923.
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the Italian and Negro section of the city. This constituted

his most difficult adjustment while among us. Both he and

his wife came from the superior social classes of the Orient,

but the fact that he was dark-skinned classed him as

negroid in the minds of the usual run of people. Even when
landlords appreciated his situation, they refused to admit

him because of fear of complaints from other tenants.

Hindoo students often report being confused with Negroes.

And even with the lighter skinned Japanese and Chinese,

the very difference of color carries with it an association

of inferiority and an attitude of avoidance on the part of

the whites.

The extent to which popular mythology goes in contrast

to the scientific view is shown in a number of cases involv-

ing the legal status of Orientals as determined by our

courts. In case after case the courts have ignored the facts

of anthropology. In the words of Justice Sutherland, “the

federal and state courts, in an almost unbroken line, have

held that the words ‘white person’ were meant to indicate

only a person of what is popularly known as the Caucasian

race.” 10 Nothing could show better that not cold facts

but the living myth and legend constitute the working

social reality which determines the relations of one group

to another.

Alongside the general notions of racial superiority toward

the Orientals, stereotypes about other characteristics

are common enough. The Chinese are surrounded by
mystery. They are wily and cruel. They are given over to

tong wars and opium smoking. Their Chinatowns contain

dens of vice and sin. Lasker, in his enlightening book,

Race Attitudes in Children
,
reports all sorts of instances of

prejudiced attitudes built up in children. One boy wrote :
11

I do not like the Chinese because they are so sly and I am
afraid they will plunge a knife into me when my back is turned.

10 Ozawa vs. United States 43, Sup. Ct. Rep. 65. Cf. In re Singh, 257 Fed. Rep.

209, 211-212, and other cases cited by Mears, op. cit., p. 513.
II B. Lasker, Race Attitudes in Children, 1929, pp. 1 40-41.
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And still another:

The Chinese and Japs are a stealing and distrustful people.

And another:

I do not like the Chinese because they have a certain air about

them, a sneaking, slimy air.

It is a common opinion among thousands of people, espe-

cially on our Pacific Coast, that the Japanese are funda-

mentally dishonest in their business dealings. I have heard

from intelligent men stories of how Japanese business

men attempt to cheat American firms, just as one
hears from the lips of the common workman how shrewd
the “Jap” is in worming his way into better economic

status.

The very strangeness of daily habits and of speech

makes for sense of difference. Any uncommon gesture or

behavior may easily be interpreted unfavorably and in

time of a crisis may greatly enhance the prejudice.

Then, too, the Orientals are a “heathen” people. Al-

though many American Christians contribute to mission-

ary funds, when they come into close contact with Orien-

tals they cannot forget that they worship strange gods. In

short, all these factors set up barriers to common under-

standing and add to the essential isolation of one group

from another in spite of physical contiguity.

We may, then, in conclusion of our general examination

of prejudice, dismiss the arguments for biological or psy-

chological divergences of Oriental and Occidental. We
must recognize, moreover, that the prepossession of the

whites in regard to the yellow races is not dependent on

any instinct which makes for avoidance. Rather it rests

upon culture stereotypes of difference fed and enhanced

by literary and theatrical representations, by political

ambitions and by current crises arising out of in-group out-

group rivalry and competition. Let us turn now to a

socio-psychological analysis of some of the specific factors

which have entered into the present status of Oriental ex-

clusion and the whole treatment of Orientals by the people

of the United States.
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II

I
T WILL not be necessary to trace the history of Orien-

tal-Occidental relations. Nevertheless, we must realize

once for all that present behavior cannot be understood

without taking into account the historical antecedents.

Stubbs’ famous dictum that “The roots of the present lie

deep in the past” is as important for social psychology as it

is for the analysis of institutions. In spite of the proverbial

isolation of China and Japan from the Western world down
till the nineteenth century, there has always been some
diffusion of both material and non-material traits between

the two parts of the great Euro-asiatic continent. But it

was the rapid expansion of the American people toward the

Pacific rim after 1850 which brought the Oriental Mongo-
lian peoples into contact with the people of the United

States. I wish to treat this matter under three majonhead-

ings: the relation of mobility and numbers to economic

competition, the problem of amalgamation and assimila-

tion, and the shift from local to national and thence to

international concern.

1. When but a few foreigners enter another country

there may be curiosity, fear and avoidance, but there need

not develop any marked antagonism. It is the mobility of

large numbers of people and the consequent contact of

divergent races and cultures which produces conflict and
prejudice. This is the case with the Oriental on the North
American Pacific Coast. The rapid influx of eastern Ameri-

cans and other white groups to California following the

discovery of gold there found an increasing number of

Chinese also coming into the country. At first the Chinese

were received with approval. They were valuable as com-
mon laborers, as cooks, laundrymen and as “gap fillers,”

as Mary Rhinehart Coolidge once called them, to do menial

tasks which the white man would not undertake. More-
over, in the sixties and seventies large numbers of Chinese

were deliberately imported by American capitalists to
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work on the rapidly expanding railroad lines then under

construction. Upon the completion of the Central Pacific in

1869, thousands of Chinese were thrown out of work, and
soon the lower economic levels of the white race found

themselves in sharp competition with cheap labor from

the Orient. In fact, it was the white immigrant labor

which felt the pinch of competition with the Chinese most
keenly. Thus began the agitation to stop Chinese immigra-

tion. This led to the so-called Chinese Exclusion Act of

1882. In 1883 and in 1885 two other transcontinental rail-

way lines were completed, again throwing upon the labor

market large numbers of Chinese laborers. The Chinese

spread to mining and other railway camps in the West. In

the period of fifteen or twenty years great popular senti-

ment had been generated against the Chinese. Race preju-

dice broke out into violent form. Lynching and race riots

occurred in a number of places. After 1890, however,

Chinese immigration dropped practically to nothing.

Gradually antagonistic sentiment against the Chinese dis-

appeared. So long as the Chinaman did not come into

serious competition with the white laboring classes he was
tolerated. What Chinese remained have spread themselves

all over the western part of the United States and even

into the Middle West and East. They are tolerated as

laundrymen, market gardeners and domestic help. When
they no longer constituted a menace to white labor, the

open antagonism disappeared.

Yet soon after the prejudice against the Chinese began

to subside, the Japanese appeared upon our Pacific slope.

In 1885 the Imperial government at Tokyo granted per-

mission for Japanese subjects to emigrate. They came in

increasing numbers to California, Oregon and Washington
as laborers. Many settled in the Philippines and Hawaii.

After the latter became a part of our national territory,

many Japanese removed to continental United States. The
picture of the anti-Chinese agitation was repeated, but

with certain differences. The Japanese did not accept the

American social-political-economic pressure so docilely as
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had the Chinese. Antagonism arouses antagonism. When
the government of Japan officially through Washington

took up the cudgels for her people against the local laws

and alleged mistreatment, the people of California, espe-

cially, increased their agitation for exclusion. The labor

unions joined the small-business groups in the fight against

the Japanese “invasion,” for the Japanese had entered

into competition with white labor and with the small

merchant. But the whole matter was brought to a head

by the controversy over ownership of land. The thrifty

Japanese had gradually shifted their place from that of

contract labor, practically speaking, to tenant farming and

thence to ownership of land. A hue and cry was raised

against this threat of agricultural competition. Agitation

for exclusion went on apace. The “Gentleman’s Agree-

ment” of 1907 was an effort to allay the agitation without

giving offense to Japanese national dignity. The whole con-

flict localized itself into a number of problems: citizen-

ship, land ownership, education, continued importation of

Japanese women by the “picture bride” route and the

growing fear of Japan as a first-rate military power. In

support of the American position the defense mechanisms
of prejudice were invoked. Fear of rapid Japanese increase,

assertions of military plots against America, the myth of

an aggressive “Yellow Peril” looming over the Western
horizon — these and others fanned the prejudice to flaming

heat. The whole problem of amalgamation and assimilation

became at once serious.

1 . The intermixture of the white and colored races is

highly offensive to most Anglo-Americans. It is one of their

deepest-rooted culture traits. The Latin people have never

been so opposed to miscegenation. But the repugnance is

so firmly rooted in our British-American cultural heritage

as to be taken by the popular man for biological instinct.

Although there was occasional intermixture between
whites and Orientals, the cases were rare. Enough cases

occurred, however, that newspaper agitation stirred up all
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the latent animosity of the Anglo-Americans. The purity

of race doctrine was everywhere invoked to warn our
citizens of a grave danger!

Hence, for the most part the feeling against biological

amalgamation was so strong that the whole matter of
cultural assimilation was looked upon as doubly difficult.

The Native Sons movement, a local phase of an older

Native Americanism, led to the organization of the Asiatic

Exclusion League of North America. In the Preamble to

the Constitution of this organization, formed in 1905, we
find these sentences among others: 12

Two or more unassimilable races cannot exist peaceably in

the same territory. . . . The Caucasian and Asiatic races are

unassimilable. Contact between these races must result, under
the conditions of industrial life obtaining in North America, in

injury to the former, proportioned to the extent to which such

contact prevails. The preservation of the Caucasian race upon
American soil, and particularly upon the West shore thereof,

necessitates the adoption of all possible measures to prevent or

minimize the immigration of Asiatics to America.

Various other organizations of a patriotic sort have

given like voice in opposition to the acceptance of the

Oriental as a member of the American community. Yet in

spite of exclusion acts and denial of citizenship to Orientals

born in their native states, our Constitution provides that

children born of foreign parentages on our soil are bona

fide American citizens. Therefore, whatever the view and
feelings of the white American citizens, they cannot avoid

the problem of cultural assimilation of the Chinese, Japa-

nese and other Orientals who are by birth-right American

citizens.

Between the first and second generation Orientals much
the same conflict has arisen as between all other first and

second generation immigrants to our country. One of the

most apparent difficulties lies in the fact that the Oriental

children acquire the English tongue in our schools. This

makes communication between the old and new genera-

12 Quoted by E. G. Mears, op. cit., p. 435.
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tions difficult. It cuts the children off from the cultural

heritage of the Orient. The rise of private schools to give

instruction in Japanese, particularly, has been viewed as a

pro-Japanese nationalistic venture. It is likely, however,

that the desire of the parents for their children not to lose

all contact with Oriental culture is the real motive for

these schools. At any rate, they are making an effort to

prevent the complete disintegration of Oriental culture in

the second and third generations. Professor Mears points

out that with the restrictions on travel between this coun-

try and the Oriental homelands, the former personal

mobility has necessarily been checked. Thus, the Orientals

in the United States are thrown more and more upon their

own resources if they anticipate the retention of any of

their former culture. This reaction only tends to produce

further misunderstanding on the part of the whites.

The public schools and recreational facilities furnish a

natural matrix for cultural assimilation of foreigners. The
attempts of California to segregate the Orientals into

separate schools met with great resistance. It was one of

the focal points of the American-Japanese negotiations

during the Roosevelt administration. To many of the super-

patriots of Nippon these threats were clear evidences of

anti-Japanese plans on the part of Americans. Such re-

actions furnished the basis for the Orientals to develop

further their emotional stereotypes of foreign oppression

and aggressive American efforts to humiliate a great peo-

ple. However, public opinion in other parts of the United

States was so vigorous that in the end nothing was done in

the matter of segregation. The agitation on both sides was
so great that the project was dropped, but American fears

were allayed by the Gentleman’s Agreement.

In recent years, in many sections of the Pacific Coast

states, the Americanization of the Oriental has gone on
pretty successfully through the schools in spite of occa-

sional violence of attitude on the part of One Hundred
Percent Americans. Lasker cites a number of instances of

local opposition to honors granted Japanese or Chinese
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students. In one case an American-born Japanese girl with

a brilliant high school record was chosen valedictorian for

her graduating class exercises. A storm of protest broke

out in the newspapers, but the principal of the high school,

in spite of threats, held his ground, and the girl made her

address. The incident got into both the American and
Japanese press and doubtless helped to foster more friendly

attitudes on the part of some, while it might as easily have

enhanced negative attitudes among others. In another

case a good deal of comment was aroused in Seattle

through the jingo press when it was discovered that a

Japanese boy in the fourth grade had been chosen by his

schoolmates to play the role of George Washington in a

school play.

Such episodes are indicative of the strain which accom-

panies all acculturalization. Apparently when larger issues

of state, national or international importance are in the

forefront of consciousness, this local strain is increased.

Otherwise the process of assimilation goes on without un-

due stress. In times of larger crises, however, leaders on

both sides seize upon trivial examples as illustrative of

plots and designs of one nation against another. Then, the

larger conflict reverberates to the local community mem-
bers to make assimilation increasingly difficult.

The playground is a remarkably effective area for

assimilation. When unmolested by adult stereotypes,

children of various races or classes usually get on well

together. When the traditional cultural prejudices are

injected into recreational activities, resistances are set up.

For the most part, the evidence seems to be that the whites

on the Pacific Coast do not raise the objections to the

Orientals on playgrounds and at public resorts that one

finds elsewhere in reference to the Negro. There are some
recreational places around San Francisco, however, which

bar Orientals along with other colored peoples. One is at a

loss to estimate the effects of these restrictions on assimila-

tion. The recreational facilities under the guidance of the

public schools are open to all. Although the Oriental boy
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or girl may have to overcome some personal handicaps, if

he or she makes good in athletics, for instance, membership

on the teams is usually accepted. Again, difficulties almost

always arise when adults, either parents or newspaper

personnel on the look-out for sensational news, interfere

with and object to the Orientals’ participation in games

and sports.

It is hard to say how far a certain acceptance of the

Oriental as an athlete or brilliant student in high school or

college will carry over to acceptance as business or profes-

sional equal in the adult field. As with the Jew, so here,

when the foreigner comes into vocational competition or

professional relationships with the native American, the

ancient taboos seem to operate most thoroughly. More-
over, while I should not gainsay the beneficial effects of

educational and recreational participation on the assimila-

tion of the Oriental, on the removal of prejudices and on

the rise of favorable attitudes toward him, not as a member
of an alien race but as an individual, it nevertheless seems

true that all these efforts are greatly limited because of the

larger issues of national and international importance with

which as adults we have to deal.

The church is probably a very minor factor in assimila-

tion. While Christian missionaries have done much to

bring Western creeds to the Orientals, for the most part,

the church has played little part in the assimilation of the

Oriental on the Pacific Coast. Mears notes that but few

Chinese are Christians. There are relatively more Japanese
Christians. Interestingly enough, the Buddhist churches

on the Coast are duplicating methods of the Christian

churches in an effort to hold the native-born Japanese
children in the old faith. Professor Mears reports, however

:

13

Yet, in Los Angeles, where the Japanese community is fairly

typical, it appears that not more than 30 per cent of the Japanese
are in the habit of going to church (Christian, Buddhist or

Shintoist); and on the whole Pacific Coast, “only 20 per cent

of the Chinese and less than 8 per cent of the Japanese are

13 E. G. Mears, op. cit., pp. 379-80.
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reached even by the very limited program of the mission boards,

though at a cost of about $15 a year and $120 in buildings for

every Chinese and Japanese church member and school pupil

reported by the missions.” The work of the churches, too, is

greatly hampered on account of duplication of effort, due to

rivalry, not only between Buddhists, Shintoists, and Christians,

but also within Christian denominations.

Furthermore, this inter-denominational rivalry has been

capitalized by anti-Orientals to prevent a more sane uni-

fication of the churches which would, in time, aid in the

process of more adequate assimilation. There is no evidence

that the Christian communities are any freer from race

and religious prejudice toward the Orientals than they

have been in regard to religious prejudices among them-

selves. Orientals not infrequently comment upon the

failure of the Christians to live up to the standards set

by their alleged master, Jesus, in this matter of human
relationships. The evidence of race and religious prejudice

among the Christians is doubtless an inhibiting force in

bringing Orientals and whites nearer together.

Furthermore, cultural assimilation is prevented by the

development of the Oriental ghetto. Segregation of the

Chinese and Japanese into certain neighborhoods keeps

them from contact with white Americans except in very

impersonal relations. And contrariwise, it enhances their

sense of Oriental solidarity. It encourages the use of the

Oriental language and customs. It makes for isolation and

sense of inferiority. So long as restriction of Orientals to

separate sections of towns and cities remains, true assimi-

lation in terms of social-economic status and individual

capacity will never be complete.

3. The entire question of inter-race relations has ex-

tended from the locality in which competition and con-

flict originally arose to state, then to national and inter-

national importance. The problem of assimilation is

essentially one for the community, but the intrusion of

larger issues constantly affects this process. Whenever
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the newspapers take hold of a simple occurrence, such as

the case cited above of the Japanese child playing the part

of George Washington in a school play, it not only arouses

a community but may set off attitudes and opinions over

the entire country. And the reverberations of such an

episode may hinder the natural processes of assimilation

in the locality. Likewise, when the Oriental immigrant

problem became serious in California, the state took the

matter up, only to find that the attempts at restriction

of immigration and control of privileges of foreigners

involved more than the governmental function of a com-

monwealth. The federal government had to deal with the

matter, since the foreign relations of the United States

can only be handled through Washington. We need not go

over the historical ground involved in the Chinese and then

the Japanese restriction legislation. But it is important

to note that as the issues became drawn on international

lines, the whole set of prejudiced stereotypes and legends

became related to wider issues. Such matters as equality

of treatment of nationals, equality of treaty-making

powers, and struggle for markets and outlet for surplus

population come into the picture.

The Chinese government has always protested against

any unjust treatment of its peoples in this country, but

in no vigorous fashion. It submitted to the exclusion acts

in the last century largely because of its cultural ethos of

passivity and because it had not then developed a strong

nationalistic feeling. It was at the time more or less under

the complete domination of Western powers who were

taking advantage of China to secure extra-territorial rights

and various economic privileges. In reality this meant
that China lacked an equality in treaty-making power.

The Japanese, however, have pursued a very different

policy. The Tokyo government has evinced an unusual

interest in the whereabouts and welfare of its subjects.

As Professor Millis remarks: 14

14 H. A. Millis, The Japanese Problem in the United States

,

1920, p. 249, quoted

by Mears op., cit., p. 7.
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Appeals to the government at home have been frequent and
the response has been quickly made. The closeness of the relation

between the government and its subjects and the solicitude of

the one for the rights and welfare of the other have been im-
portant in explaining the situation which has developed in the

West. Solicitude in Japan has begotten some of the hostility in

America.

The “Gentleman’s Agreement” may not have been satis-

factory to the Japanese, but at least it left Japan with its

national pride intact. The Exclusion Clause of 1924 had
a very unfortunate effect upon Japan. The late Dr. M.
Sawayanagi expressed one phase of the Japanese view in

1925 in these words: 15

What we object to is discrimination on account of race. Such
discrimination is highly offensive to our self-respect as individuals

and as a nation. I would not be telling you the truth if I did not

say that there exist among our people deep feelings of disap-

pointment and dissatisfaction and even resentment over the dis-

criminatory immigration law passed by the American Congress

last year.

The anti-American jingoes ofJapan seized upon the 1 924
Act as evidence of American aggression toward Japan, as

proof that America was out to dominate the whole Pacific

rim without regard to the “rights” of other countries.

In similar manner, of course, the anti-Japanese jingoists

in the United States had used the statistics of Japanese

immigration and various episodes in Oriental-Occidental

relations in America as positive evidence of Japan’s own
sinister purposes toward the United States. In short, the

international relations growing out of a sectional problem

of immigration take on serious aspects involving talk of

war and domination which are not apparent so long as the

matter is confined to the locality proper. The matter

shifts psychologically from the accommodation of the

family of Woo Fang or Kurishige with the American neigh-

borhood of Smiths, Joneses and Kelleys to the abstract

16 Quoted by E. G. Mears, op. cit., p. 45.
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matter of Japanese versus American aggression. Stereo-

types of nationalistic flavor completely screen off the real

persons involved in daily contact. In other words, the

national stereotypes obscure and confuse the issues of

assimilation and accommodation. Publicists, statesmen,

scholars and petty politicians, both of the Orient and the

Occident, get involved in consideration of these wider

issues. The whole ground shifts to one of international rela-

tions involving economic and political problems of all sorts.

Not only the Japanese but the Chinese are now aware

of this larger problem. Mr. T. Z. Koo pointed out at the

1925 meeting of the Institute of Pacific Relations that

China was moving out of its former indifference, that she

was rapidly developing a nationalistic consciousness and
was “anxious to recover what has been wrested” from her

in the past by stronger Western nations.

Both Chinese and Japanese are concerned with the mat-

ter of American policy in the Orient. The struggle for

markets, the exploitation of resources and the problem of

population pressures are involved. The American business

man is extending his influence over the entire Pacific rim.

This is looked upon as a new form of imperialism which
ultimately must affect Japan and China. So, too, there is

the problem of the control of exploitation of natural re-

sources in undeveloped parts of the Orient. What part has

any Western power in this? The whole matter goes back
to an ideology of “rights” and “duties” in regard to one’s

own and neighboring territory. If one accepts the rationali-

zation of Professor Josey, then on the basis of past experi-

ence the white race is primarily fitted to continue to “in-

herit the earth,” as it has in the past, because it is wiser

and more fitted to do so. The developing countries of the

Orient object to such a view, however, and out of this

objection can be built first-class “reasons” for war and
conflict.

Then, finally, there arises the population problem.
Many Americans feel that the influx of foreigners gener-

ally has been bad for our native biological strain. These
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people have been concerned with the restriction of all

immigration except of strong biological stocks related to

our own. In reference to the Orientals the whole issue is

confused with the resistance to biological amalgamation
of Occidentals with Orientals. The Yellow Peril has been

conjured up in terms of the hordes of Orientals sweeping

the white races off the map. Propaganda of all sorts has

been spread over the Western world, building up the myth
of Oriental aggression. Again, the whole matter of pop-

ulation pressure involves stereotypes of “rights” and
“duties,” as does the problem of exploitation of natural

resources. The “White Man’s Burden” was once a favorite

phrase in regard to the moral obligation of the Occidentals

to the “uncivilized” world outside of Europe and North
America. But the colored nations are objecting to the form

which this has taken. Many Orientals complain that

Canada, Australia and United States, to mention the three

most serious cases, have no “right” to bar Orientals from

their countries when the population pressure is what it is.

Dr. M. Sawayanagi expressed himself as follows during the

1925 meeting of the Institute of Pacific Relations: 16

It may be questioned from a purely moral point of view and

from the standpoint of world economy, whether any groups of

human beings can rightly enclose a large extent of land and

make little practical use of it, when there are other and larger

groups who are in urgent need of a breathing space.

Of course, this is an old argument. And the evidence

seems to be that the pouring out of excess population from

one country to a less sparsely settled area does not reduce

excessive population growth at home. But from the angle

of social psychology it is significant that Orientals are

raising the question of “ rights,” “humanity ” and “ duty
”

in regard to these matters. If this ideology becomes cur-

rent it may lead in time to attitudes and actions fostering

open conflict between Orient and Occident. The exclusion

of Orientals may be looked upon as immoral, wrong and

1B Quoted by E. G. Mears, op. cit., p. 46.
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inhuman. If no other redress is to be had, it may be suffi-

cient cause to take up arms to correct the matter.

It may be pointed out in passing that it may be a naive

assumption to hold that great populations are justifiable

and right without regard to adequacy of food supply and
quality of civilization. Ultimately, perhaps, the industrial-

ization of the world may lead to more or less deliberate

restriction of the birth rate in these countries which now
have excess of population.

The upshot of the matter is that out of international

competition and rivalry grow various stereotypes and myths
which furnish food for everyday prejudice toward mem-
bers of the respective groups. The matter is one of ideology.

If the fundamental conception of a national life is one of

great population, unrestricted by sane birth control, or is

one of great industrial and material expansion, or is one

of domination, it is but natural that such a nation will

come into conflict with other nations. Especially is this

true if the other nations have like ambitions. Out of such

contact, war and conflict are bound to ensue. On the other

hand, if the fundamental ideology changes to one of qual-

ity of culture, rather than extent or quantity, if the basic

purpose seems to be a sane adjustment to other peoples and
their ambitions, the daily relations of men of Orient and
Occident may be profoundly altered. Thus, in the end,

prejudice largely reflects the life philosophy of various

peoples. Whether we can ever change the in-group out-

group competition and rivalry is doubtful, but we may
change its content and direction. Prejudice may take a

less dangerous form even if it never disappears. And one
of the chief roots of racial prejudice will have been cut

when people recognize that race is primarily a cultural

differentiation, and that it is stupid to judge individual

members of a race by a stereotype derived from rumor
and myth.








